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LIVING NATURE: 

nature-based practices for personal and 

professional development of youth workers 
 

Gudevica village, Bulgaria, 04-12.05.2022 

 

 

 

 

The material present here is an evaluation summary of participant’s feedback after the training course 

implemented in the KA1 project 2021-1-BG01-KA151-YOU-000005038. The training was held in Bulgaria 

(04-12.05.2022). The data below are collected through online questioner after the training course. 
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How satisfied are you with the training?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which are the sessions that marked you the most? 

 Rewilding wonder 

 Loyal soldier work, south wander, clan meetings, west dancing & wander 

 Wow, hard to answer: The ecocentric development wheel; All the sessions with the 

subpersonalities; the poems; Web spinner workshop; Opening the directions the first day; 

Values and finding the needs behind my emotions. 

 There was a lot of session marking New me, special the one talking about our sub 

personalities, the one's making my Life more difficult. And now that i have a tool about 

recognizing subpersonalities and making them visible, I have a greater peace inside of me 

and as well the direction to heal and neourish myself, my psyche. 

 Writing a love letter to yourself; Writing a poem of your soul; Practices on 

subpersonalities; Writing personal subpersonalities/wholeness map; Shadow work; Dream 

work 

 I cannot say that one specific session marked me most. All helped me to be more aware. I 

already knew some of this argument, maybe something that surprised me a lot was the 

exploration of the west, it was scaring and exciting. 

 Loyal soldier exercise and wounded children walk in the nature. Naked south walk enjoyed 

greatly as well.  

 Work with the Loyal soldiers 

 The circles sharings, the wonders, the clan meetings. 

 Morning practices & exercises in nature 

 The wander of the south, but that is very subjective, because it was one of the most 

revealing for me. The "theory" sessions made me learn sooo many inspiring new things 

and approach. The councils were very powerful. I loved the hike too, etc. etc. 

 Loyal soldiers, wanders, emotions and needs,  

 The wonders!!! But also the embodiment in the morning and all the sharing circles we had, 

they were very powerful. All the sessions were amazing, with a smooth line connecting 
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them, everything was there for a reason. Thank you for your careful and thoughtful 

planning of the course :)  

 The councils and sharing circles we had.  

 wonder 

 Daily wanders, deep imagination, silent walk in the dark 

 the Dixit cards and feelings session, the use of "Who's driving the car?" to explain 

subpersonalities and how they impact our daily lives, embodiment songs routine, 

 

What are your key take aways from the course? 

 the work of Bill Plotkin and a different perspective on the world 

 The eco centric wheel of development and the wild mind map of the human psyche, the 

practices to cultivate wholeness and work with sub personalities.  

 Recognising the subs and the work with them; Connecting better with my Soul. 

 Always Look from the Wholeness, welcome my shadow self and understand that it is 

happened "for me" either than " to me". Soul way is the way, and I am calling her in and 

placing her in the center of my actions and decisions. 

 I will take away the inspiration to keep on digging into myself and the feeling of support 

and "you are not alone". I find shadow work as very important to me and also filling in my 

personal subs/wholeness map. I will also take away the inspiration to create my own altar 

and rituals. I have gone through a huge personal exploration and transformation during 

the course and thanks to your guidance.  

 Acceptance, breathe, rebirth, revelation, lost, death, give birth 

 Identifying the subpersonalities and reasons for being scared of intimacy" 

 My motivation to actually do the work got nourished 

 The sacred talk, the sacred presence,  the sacred sharing.  What is alive now. Be in touch 

and express the wild one, the wounded one. 

 Sorry, i don't understand the question 

 Confirmation of my purpose, how to reconnect with it when I'll get lost, tools to keep 

developing my connection with nature... 

 Wanders in nature, and loyal soldiers 

 I am my first lover and nature is my mirror and guide 

 Nature can show me what I need and how to get it for myself if only I'm willing to listen 

and see. I am a part of everything and everything is a part of me.  

 exploring myself 

 Deeper connection with nature, wholeness with Nurturing Generative Adult, Wild 

Indigenous Self, Muse (The Beloved) and Mountain Sage and of course the sub-

personalities that come from them, this was the best explanation I've ever heard about it 

all and I feel it very strongly. Everything was extremely interesting but this part stands out 

for me the most. 
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How would you describe the training with one word? 

 life changing 

 Transforming  

 Fascinating discovery 

 Whole 

 Cathartic 

 exploration 

 Magical 

 Deep 

 Process 

 Mind-blowing 

 Inspiring 

 Intense  

 Uplifting  

 Consciousness-shifting 

 mystery 

 Nurturing 

 Eye-opening 
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Which elements of the program were most valuable for you? 

 the wonders and the poems 

 Morning embodiment dance, even though I didn’t enjoy it that much the first days; 

connection circles, councils (all ceremonies, big or small, that we did) 

 I think the combination of all + the depth of going in.  

 Being in nature, off of the phone, talking deep conversations, being responsible for how we 

feel, for what is happening inside, making space to open the Doors of inside, the Doors of 

the wounds, being here for each other, mystery and her amazingness, nourishing food, 

poems, songs, emotions, gatherings around the fire, half group council 

 The practices on subpersonalities, the practices on wholeness and the follow up methods 

 theory and practice help to understand better and go inside every direction. 

 Other people. And clan meetings.  

 The sharings,  the personal invitations, the cycle. 

 Morning practices & exercises in nature 

 All the knowledge and tools that you shared + the walks with instructions 

 Wanders, practical activities morning rituals 

 The map of woundedness and all the work regarding this topic really helped me getting to 

a deeper knowledge about myself and to get new tools that are having a great impact on 

my daily life.  

 The practical ones. The ones we actually got to experience what we were talking about.  

 Going on a hike, exploring different landscape 

 Tribe meetings, Dream work, Dance of the 4 (7) directions 

 Now having concrete names for things that are happening inside me and with these feeling 

able to work with them in ways I didn't before. 

 

Is there anything you would suggest us to do differently? 

 For now, I’m still under impression, it looked perfect to me  

 I feel that the program was too intensive for the short period. 

 I kind of missed going a bit deeper to some of the topics we touched, like our gifts (after 

the Cargo poem), values and the ecocentric wheel. And I am aware for such short period in 

not possible. I would suggest to make the course longer of 2 courses with the same 

program but deepening to some topics and having more time for reflexion.  

 I would Love to say something here, but I don't have anything. You did a great Job, and 

ThanK you for bringing yourself and your wounds Also into the process 

 Maybe add a session of meditation, yoga, mindfulness or any other stress-relief technique.    

 give more time to west and more and more for east practices. Maybe explore also some 

practice about sky and earth would be amazing. for explore every directions. Maybe give 

some time for rest, because the exercises are really hard from the emotional point and the 

soul need to rest a bit.  

 When explaining about the different subpersonalities, avoid changing the types of activities 

so often, because it demands a lot of energy for brain (and body) to switch from one form 

to another. I'm talking about 5 min listening and writing down the theory and then 5 min 

of exercise. It was too little time to actually fully arrive to any of them, but in that time 

happened mostly adjusting to the exercise. A bit frustrating. Also, it felt like the clan 

meetings had too many people and not everyone had the chance to speak. I would have 

preferred groups of 3-5 people, and also meeting every day.  
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 More time for personal sharing, smaller clans. Maybe meet in smaller groups different 

times of the day, and have the opportunity to meet and come closer with both the trainers.  

 No 

 I understand that this course is an individual process, but I missed some teambuilding 

dynamics, I would have loved to experience/learn some different to the typical ones. I am 

sure that you could have provided us with very inspiring dynamics to make us feel our 

group connection in a different way. 

 Less intensity, maybe not including night activities (they are really important but if we 

have one maybe to not to have one in the afternoon) I felt really emotionally tired after 

some days  

 No, everything was more than amazing  

 Phew, I cannot think of anything.  

 Yes, asking less personal deep dark questions. 

 More time, longer training, to be able to do more of the planned things like soul names, 

etc. 

 I would like to have more work pairs and small groups. I missed it a lot. For example, even 

short check-ins with the person next to you, to share your takeaway, feelings or thoughts 

from last activity, or, pair work after Clan Meetings sometime, or, a specific partner task to 

work on in free time if wanted, or, working in groups of 3 to speak out what we have found 

from a more heady exercise and support each other or just let the other "bounce" their 

findings off us...etc...etc.... 

 

How do you evaluate the atmosphere in the group?  

Explain/Comment:  

 good flow of energies, except for some 

moments or people :) 

 We were here for each other, the ground 

rules were there in the place that there was 

imposible to blame another, and that made 

a really pleasant atmosphere, balance 

between jokes, sad emotions, free 

expression, invitationto really be how you 

are true inside 

 The group was supper supportive and 

everyone of the group (except the Serbian 

couple who seemed not yet ready for such a 

training) had their own gifts to share with 

the others.  

 Every person that was there has a meaning. In this specfic time I see in my a really big 

difference: the first 2 days I was depending from the atmosphere of the group,from the 3 

day I was depending from the atmoshpere of my inside. Then I enjoyed more and more 

the group. 

 I felt mostly safe and contained, although mirroring and personal feelings and attraction 

was present and was sometimes a bit challenging.  
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 Apart from the benefits of the intense mirroring and projections, the presence of the 

Serbian couple was disturbing. There was a feeling of constant judgement, disrespect and 

mocking. I felt separation and discrimination. As if there were 2 sets of rule applying for 

everyone and for them. I wish things were different from the beginning and thank you for 

deciding to protect some of the process in the middle of the program. 

 I felt we respected each other's process and supported it. 

 The group was perfect. Only the two participants who were not engaged were breaking the 

atmosphere a llitle bit. It was better when they stopped coming.  

 Everyone was very open and receptive to talk. I felt save while doing my sharings ans 

loved to hear other people sharing. It was comforting finding other people to whom I could 

relate and talk about our same wounds.  

 I didn't feel like I belonged to a group, but I didn't feel overly left out. 

 The group was very coherent, accepting, guided perfectly by example, high level of 

respect, safe space, inclusive with different needs and perspectives, one of the best 

experiences of my life, especially E+ programmes 

 

 

What did you think about the methods used in the course? 

 great 

 Intriguing (before) and straightforward (after). A good balance of sharing and 

living/experiencing.  

 I like them all and think that they serve perfectly for the goal of the program.  

 I Love it it is really important to me. I know it from before and being extremely grateful to 

deepen the knowledge and for the method to give me New insides of my psyche  

 The methods we profound. Especially liked that we went through a lot of practices.  

 I really love it.  

 Ok :) I liked hands on practices, also listening and theory. Sometimes I felt like walks in 

nature didn't have enough power and meaning in them for me. As I wanted a deeper and 

more "cutting open" experience. I liked that there was time and space for us to share our 

gifts with others, that was very useful.  

 Well selected, diverse, balanced. 

 It was a great combination of some known exercises and techniques with different 

intention and justification and with a wonderful  reminder to look at things differently as 

well... 

 Great 

 I think there's a good mix between theory and practice. 

 They great, appropriate, I think the methods were as they were meant to be. Great job!  

 Fantastic, I loved them they were very engaging and made my learning process very easy 

 Loved them! I really loved the fact that we got to experience so much of what you wanted 

us to learn, see, feel. And I did so many things for the first time... 

 some were good, some not so 

 I was familiar with many of them (way of Council, free-flow movement, reflection in 

nature, etc.) but they were presented with a high level of care, inclusive, accepting. Very 

aware of the processes taking place within us, nurturing, overall a wonderful way to 

connect without much words or sharing of 'everyday life', it enabled a deeper connection. 

The no phone policy was also very fitting and brought another level of connection. 
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How do you evaluate the work of the guides team? 

Explain/Comment:  

 Great planning of the course, including the little 

details, to try and give us the most, so we can 

make the most out of it. I admire the way 

guides communicate and how they understand 

each other from a look or a word only. Good 

balance in ‘talking’, no feeling that someone was 

taking over. Really helpful for everyone, I’ve 

noticed almost everyone having deep 

conversations with one of the guides, which 

means they were available for us, listening and 

supporting in our journey. I wish i approached 

them more 

 I appreciate so much how you hold the space, show care, and connection with all! Thank 

you!  

 The process required an important role of guides - really holding a Sade container for the 

emotional work of all of us could plače it self in the group, feel Safe to relax into it and 

forget the rest of the world for a while. I personally have experience this kind of guidance 

from our  guides and the gratitude towards Ognian and Lucia is huge! 

 Tremendous, profound and wholesome team. A wonderful combination of energies of the 

four directions: I felt a strong interrelation between the energy of Moonlight and the West 

and the North and on the other hand I related Fire with the energy of the South and the 

East.  

 I see how much you take care of me and of sharing the knowledge of the programme. I am 

grateful to you both. 

 You actually cared so much and tried your best. I liked how well you worked together and 

devided the work between you both. I liked not seeing you too triggered at any point of 

the process, and being compossed and centred no matter the storms brewing around. 

Thank you!  

 The space you created felt safe and supportive, but challenges weren't withheld, it wasn't 

overprotective. It was insightful and heartening when you shared about your Loyal 

soldiers. 

 I felt both were present and caring. There were few very understandable moments of 

misunderstandings , because of language limitations on both sides or too much 

information. I can recognize the amount of preparation, yet in the moment it felt effortless 

and not stressed and I really appreciated it. 

 I am very grateful for your efforts and care for us! 

 Keep doing as u did it  

 They were super caring and passionate about the topics. And also very open to talk 

anytime about our process and any other topic 

 I like the guides but the methods for some things didn't seem right to me. 

 Lead by example, the use of words was perfect, calmness, created and held a safe space 

for exploring and sharing, caring, nurturing. Great energy and combination of feminine and 

masculine aspects, softness, respectful of all needs and still framed by rules, available for 

additional guidance outside of the programme, just perfect. 
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 I really enjoyed the way both of you held space for the entire week. I enjoyed how you 

worked together and shared the space between the 2 of you as well.  

I had a weird feeling from the mirroring in my Clan Meetings...I know mirroring (I mean, 

some forms of it) and I enjoy and can appreciate it...but I just felt an awkwardness with 

our circle of mirroring, it felt inauthentic and a bit patronizing...am I projecting?, I don't 

know. But I wanted to share that opening (again). 

What has shifted in you as a result of the programme? 

 different consciousness on my inner self 

 The way I perceive myself, how I relate to others, I’m aware that something is changing 

within and it could affect my whole way of living, but I’m open to it, excited and fearful. I 

can work with my “brokenness” and I don’t blame depression for it anymore. My soul 

journey has quickly become the center of my inner solar system and I feel there is no way 

back  

 I still need time to process all that happened. Main thing is related with defining the subs 

and how I connect with them. Now I am more aware of the limitations I put to myself and 

am more open to release control and live what I am. 

 New way to be, more detail orientated, less pleasing more realness, feeling in touch with 

deepest place of me, and would like to stay and continue the journey from here in the 

direction that was created by our group in the training  

 I have shifted my perspective of my purpose and gifts that I can give to the world. My long 

forgotten/hidden interest in poetry, singing, creating art is back! Also I got to know that all 

I need is already inside of me, I just need the guidance to learn how to read and reveal it.  

 I feel more aware and more inside me. This is thanks to me and also thanks to the 

program and all of you.  

 Don't know yet :) But being able to sing along the street musicians in the tunnels of Sophia 

is kind of a success :D Also believing in my voice and my sensations more. And the big 

revelation - that my body is a very important and trustworthy sensor that I need to learn 

to listen to more - that is something I will look into in the future. Also, understanding that I 

need other people, and that it’s ok.  

 I feel more relaxed and at ease especially when communicating. Being rooted in 

authenticity is easier. 

 I honoured and gave voice to a part of me that I usually suppressed . 

 Consciousness 

 I feel more aware and awaken again. 

 Self consciousness About my thoughts, dipper connection to nature and myself  

 I now see myself as a group of subpersonalities that I am trying to engage and give love 

to. I am much more aware of their presence and I can detect more easily when they 

appear in my life. I am learning to accept them and live more fully, listen to what my 

wholeness really would like to do and follow it.  

 Definitely the way I see myself and relate to myself. And as a result, how I see and relate 

to others.  

 Nothing special, bit different perspective on selfanaliosation. 

 My energy is calmer, more directed, I feel like I belong to nature, I'm aware of my sub-

personalities more, I hear them and I'm learning to recognise them, name them to have a 

relationship and conversations with them, to accept them, thank them, love them. I am a 

more whole person because of the training course. 
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How satisfied are you with the logistics? 

[Accommodation] 

 

[Communication emails] 

[Transportation] 

 

 

 

 

[Venue] 

 

[Food] 
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Explain/Comment: 

 Amazing! I didn’t feel I needed anything extra, 

all was enough for a smooth week. And the 

care for the sick people adds 10 additional 

stars to the rating  

 All was Perfect  

 The food and the kitchen team were brilliant. 

The food was a nice addition to the whole 

process of cleaning and fulfilling ourselves.  

 The place was taking care of us and helped me 

to be with myself. The food was done with 

grace and helped me as same as the other 

things.  

 Nothing to add.  

 I could feel food was made with love, but in 

some occasions I haven't enjoyed the flavor of 

it. Plus I would enjoy more olive oil and less 

other oils. 

 Everything was great! I don't understand why 

male and female people are separated into 

different rooms. 

 Galena was amazing, super helpful. Thank you 

so much :)  

 good, but too much program 

 The bunk beds are not the best and the rooms 

are very crowded, yet they still meet all the 

basic criteria, the location however is perfect, 

the outdoor showers are amazing, toilets are 

interesting and could be improved probably - I 

just have no idea how. Food was delicious, 

wholesome, on some occasions maybe not 

enough quantity - the programme was intense 

and having more food is a good way to nurture 

the body more as it is tiring and in some 

situations even exhausting. The bus was very 

hot, it was difficult to stay seated for so long, 

the stops helped. Email communication was 

appropriate and on point, some difficulties with 

the connections in Sofia but nothing major. 

 WOW for logistics! I would only prefer to have 

an *even better* system for prep materials 

and communication about it with more 

advanced notice. (for example, the Day 

Wander ... "next time" would be great to have 

known about it more than 2 weeks before 

arriving...personally I didn't have any entire 

free days left). I loved all the courses you 

offered us on your website---I started doing 

them and seeing that so much was from 

Nature and the Human Should, went and 

bought the book, which I'm happy about.  

Very small details... Could we have tea that 

stays warm available throughout the day? 

Could we have plant-milk available for 

coffee?... 

 

Any other comments? 

 I was missing some more time on my own without  any thoughts or just to reflect and 

absorb what was happening. Also would love to have time to discover people from the 

group deeper. 

 I am very grateful to the mystery and to my intuition that I did not read in detail the depth 

of this course, I thought it just another course to help me in my forest school work and do 

more and be better in what I work. Otherwise and most probably, I wouldn´t allow myself 

such a personal retreat (my subs often do so). Thankfully, I was completely drawn by my 

intuition to enrol the documents. Once again when I was one of the few lucky ones to 

confirm my participation, I was going to withdraw my enrolment, because "who is going to 

take care of the kids and who will cover me in work" and so on thoughts entered. But this 

course happened to be one of the greatest gifts I have gifted to myself! Thank you!  

  I would be very grateful if you Fire and you Moonlight are willing to write some words 

about me.  Free. The first thing that you have in soul in this moment. Thank you  

 Thank you fir the sincerity and warmth! And passion for what you do! :)  

 Really looking forward to the next training with Moonlight and Fire. And also to actually 

getting some inner work done in the meantime. 

 Thanks so much! Please, keep doing these things, you make a huge positive impact in 

people's life. The world need more of this :) 

 It was just amazing! 
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Testimonial “What this course meant for you.” 

 Living nature will be with high probability one of the experiences that will change my view 

on the world in the next years. Thanks to this program and the guidance of the facilitators 

I put the first few bricks to build a more regenerative and ecocentric life which I am willing 

to cultivate and foster to my surrounding. 

 The course I didn’t know I needed, but came my way and I will be forever grateful for the 

things I’ve learned and how it changed my perception about life. I gained understanding of 

myself and the bigger picture. The change within was possible thanks to the inspiring 

guides and the supportive group of participants.  

 This course gave me so much awareness over the way I make choices, the way I am, act 

and live. I have leart tools to connect deeper with myself, others and Nature. Great tools 

for self-discovery and reflexion was used and presented, which I will be using in my work 

and daily life. Great, deep, mind shifting and self-exploring experience!  

 The course living nature is a course where my soft empatic being feels Safe to be, Just how 

the Inner world is calling for him to be. It is a dance between surrender to discover " You" 

and do action to break through to " You". I would recommend this course to all People that 

feel ready to be responsible for their life, to become one with nature and stop fearing life, 

but rather take the power lying inside of our heart and do great things for self, others.  

 A cathartic course which left me breathless and fulfilled by the deep connection and 

understanding of my own personal soul, mission and gift! It helped me discover my 

wounded inner child and embrace it with a hug. The course made me experience a whole 

spectrum of emotions and find practices that suit best to my ongoing journey to 

wholeness.  

 this course is an exploration of wholeness within oneself through the four directions of the 

human psyche. It is a challenge with oneself and it allows you to go inside places that we 

have and are not aware of this. 

 This course helped me feel more ok with who I am and with showing it to others. Seing 

how others are and how they are showing up in the world, helps me too be more authentic 

and allow other to see me.  

 It provided me the space, safely and creatively,  to step more into my wholeness by seeing 

and experiencing my woundedness as well. It helped me enrich and organize my existing 

knowledge and opened new paths for new experiences.  

 It was one of the most meaningful experience im my life -completely changing my 

perpective of thinking aby myself and others 

 In our modern societies it is very easy to be lost. This course was exactly what I needed to 

reconnect with my soul and purpose in life. I feel inspired and learned very useful tools to 

keep working on myself and my connection with nature. Forever grateful! 

 I cannot do it now but I will do it later and send an email with it 

 Living Nature was such an eye-opening experience for me. I learned so many new things 

about myself. Discovered things I didn't know I can. The role I play in nature and nature 

plays in my life. And I was able to connect with myself and nature so much more. Forever 

grateful to the guides that lead this course!  

 This was the best training course I've ever attended and I do a lot of them! It was an 

unforgettable experience in secluded mountains of Bulgaria, raw nature, surrounded by 
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wilderness, delicious food for the body and mind. The team guided by example, made sure 

all our needs were met, even when we were tired, the guides supported us on our 

exploration of our inner world, our mentality, behavioural patterns, etc. which are 

extremely difficult to address in such a short period of time and are different for each 

individual, still they were present and accepting, holding a safe space for us all. I've 

discovered my strengths, weaknesses, learned about my soul and had my intellectual 

hunger satisfied by theories that connect our cultural perception, heritage with the natural 

cycles happening around and inside of us. I highly recommend the programme and the 

guides, as they are one of the most caring and nurturing individuals I've come across! (feel 

free to use just parts of this as well) 


